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MEDICAL HISTORY
Sir,

I am compiling a list of college members who
are interested in medical history. I am particularly
anxious to learn:

(1) How many members are attracted to the
subject;

(2) How many belong to medical historical
societies and clubs;

(3) How many have lectured on the subject,
with the titles of the addresses, and to what
audience;

(4) Titles of books with publisher and year of
publication;

(5) Titles of any published essays, papers, or
reviews with date and place of publication;

(6) Titles of any unpublished or unfinished work
on medical history.

I should be more than grateful to your readers
for their co-operation. An early response, no
matter how brief, followed if necessary by a
supplementary letter giving fuller information,
would be appreciated.

PETER THOMAS
Museum Curator

Royal College of General Practitioners

Lower Farm House,
Llysworney,
Cowbridge, Glam.

HOW MANY PATIENTS?
Sir,
With reference to Dr Fry's article (August

Journal) the main point, whether intended or not,
seemed quite clearly to be that a general practitioner
might, with one partner, equally share the work-
load of approximately 9,000 patients. I do not
think the figures he gave; nor the small amount of
time he spent working in the practice after 17.30
hours; only doing one weekend in four and in
addition having a whole day off a week, could
support his contention.
What he has really done is to show how much

work he does himself omitting details of the
presumably heavy workload (especially 'out of
hours') of three other doctors involved with a
total list of about 11,500.

This is not therefore in itself of great interest
and he did not prove that two doctors could look
after 9,000 patients to my satisfaction.

C. H. MAYCOCK
55 High Street,
Crediton, Devon.
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